
Languages of the World
What do all human languages have in common and in what ways are they
different? How can language be used to trace different peoples and their
past? Are certain languages similar because of common descent or lan-
guage contact? Assuming no prior knowledge of linguistics, this textbook
introduces readers to the rich diversity of human languages, familiarizing
students with the variety and typology of languages around the world. Lin-
guistic terms and concepts are explained, in the text and in the glossary, and
illustrated with simple, accessible examples. Eighteen language maps and
numerous language family charts enable students to place a language geo-
graphically or genealogically. A supporting website includes additional
language maps and sound recordings that can be used to illustrate the
peculiarities of the sound systems of various languages. “Test yourself”
questions throughout the book make it easier for students to analyze data
from unfamiliar languages. This book includes fascinating demographic,
social, historical, and geographical information about languages and the
people who speak them.
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Words, words, words . . .

Words are often the first thing that fascinate us about a language, whether our
own or a more exotic one. The words on the cover of this book are those that at
some point have captivated me. Some of these words have exquisite, intriguing or
plain weird meanings; others mesmerize by their beautiful or otherwise unusual
sound or attract by the look of their orthography.

Among the words with beautiful meanings are the Brazilian Portuguese cafuné
meaning ‘to soothe someone by tenderly running one’s fingers through their hair’;
my mother used to do that and this book is dedicated to her memory. Similarly
delicate is the Japanese word ( ) (pronounced [hakanai]) which refers to
‘something that, in its ephemeral nature, reminds you of how short and beautiful
life is, for example, cherry blossoms’ (more on Japanese in Chapter 11).

Two words with heart-warming meanings made my list: the Dutch gezel-
ligheid ‘time spent with loved ones in a cozy atmosphere of togetherness’ and
the Yiddish @[` :al[m "am (pronounced [mame′loshen]) meaning literally ‘mother
tongue’ but referring most often specifically to Yiddish itself. In addition to
being the speakers’ native tongue, Yiddish was literally the language of mothers,
while fathers prayed and traded in Hebrew (more on Yiddish in Chapter 12).

And some words have a meaning I wish we could express in English but a good
translation is sorely lacking: one example of this is the Scots word kilfuddoch
meaning roughly ‘a meeting and discussion’ but then also so much more (Scots
is discussed in Chapter 2).

Other words fascinate me not so much by their meaning but by the way the
meaning derives from the parts of the word. Take, for example, the Tok Pisin
word manmeri ‘people’: it is composed from two parts, man (from the similar-
sounding English word) plus meri from the English Mary, extended in Tok Pisin
to mean all women, regardless of their name (I discuss Tok Pisin in Chapter 12).
Or consider the Russian word лоботряс (pronounced [laba′trjas]), which comes
from the words lob ‘forehead’ and trjasti ‘shake’ and means ‘a lazy person, a
do-nothing’ – I hope you are not such a person and will read this book!

There are also words with beautiful or peculiar sound to them. One of my
favorite examples is the Hebrew word qwbqb meaning ‘bottle’. It is pronounced
[baq′buq]; say it over and over again and it sounds like wine being poured from
a bottle, doesn’t it? (Turn to Chapter 5 for a further discussion of Hebrew.)

But perhaps the most strange sounds that have captivated the popular imagina-
tion in recent years are the click sounds, found in languages of southern Africa.

xiii
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xiv Words, words, words . . .

To illustrate, here is a Xhosa word ukúk!hola meaning ‘perfume’: the sound
represented here as k!h is a voiceless aspirated alveopalatal click (now, that’s a
mouthful!). How exactly click sounds like this are pronounced is explained in
Chapter 6 of this book.

Among words with unusual (for us, English speakers) sound are the Tagalog
ngilo meaning ‘to have tooth-edge pain’, but also ‘the physical sensation of
nails scratching the chalkboard’ and the Warlpiri ngarrka ‘man’; both of these
words start with the [ŋ] sound that in English is found only at the end of words
(e.g. sing) and in the middle of words (e.g. singing). Tagalog is discussed in
Chapter 8 and Warlpiri – in Chapter 9.

Speaking of word-initial consonants, some languages allow us to pile them up
in a way that exceeds our English-based expectations. Two examples of that are
the Polish word chrząszcz ‘beetle’ and the Georgian word ‘he peeled
us’ pronounced [gvprskvni], with eight consonants in the beginning! (Georgian
is one of the languages discussed in Chapter 4.)

Notice also that this Georgian word expresses a meaning that we would render
with a three-word sentence. It is not unusual in the world’s languages to have
words with sentence-like meaning; an additional example comes from Cherokee,
where the word (pronounced [hinvsi]) means ‘hand him something flexible
(like clothes, rope, etc.)’. Native American languages such as Cherokee are
discussed in Chapter 10.

The last group of words here are interesting for the way they are written. For
example, the French word août ‘August’ uses four letters to represent just one
sound [u] (and you thought English spelling was the champion of perverseness?!).
In contrast, the spelling of the Danish word ø ‘island’ is so minimal, it looks like
the mathematical symbol for an empty set.

Finally, I included a few words to represent several more exotic writing sys-
tems: the Greek �������	 ‘alphabet’ (after all, it was the Greeks who came up
with the concept!), the Sanskrit ‘season’ (pronounced [r.tu], with the initial
vowel sound), the Arabic ‘book’, pronounced [kitab] and representing the
best-known tri-consonant Semitic root K-T-B (this vowel-less nature of Semitic
roots is explained further in Chapter 5).

Last but not least is the Udmurt expression гажаса öтиськом ‘welcome’, pro-
nounced [gažasa ötis’kom]; Udmurt is a Finno-Ugric language (see Chapter 3),
but like many other languages in the former Soviet Union it uses the Cyrillic
alphabet, even though it is not related to Slavic languages for which this alphabet
was originally invented.
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Abbreviations used in the glosses

1 first person
2 second person
3 third person
a agent-like argument of a canonical transitive verb
abl ablative
abs absolutive
acc accusative
adess adessive
antip antipassive
aor aorist
appl applicative
art article
asp aspect
at actor topic
aux auxiliary
clf classifier
comp complementizer
cont continuative
ct circumstantial topic
dat dative
def definite
du dual
dur durative
erg ergative
evid evidential
f feminine
fact factitive
form formal
fut future
gen genitive
hab habitual
hon honorific
ins instrumental
intns intensifier
ipfv imperfective
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List of abbreviations xvii

loc locative
m masculine
neg negation
nfut non-future
nmlz nominalizer/nominalization
nom nominative
obj object
obl oblique
p patient-like argument of a canonical transitive verb
part particle
pass passive
pfv perfective
pl plural
poss possessive
potent potential
prog progressive
prs present
prtv partitive
pst past
punc punctual
q question particle/marker
refl reflexive
rel relative
sbj subject
sg singular
sgl singulative
tma tense-mood-aspect
tr transitive
tt theme topic
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